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let’s talk about



adventure



s toryte l l i ng



and how they’re both important.
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what makes someone “adventurous”?

What is it about humans that we have an 
emotional or even physical response to  
the thought of “adventure”?

what is it?



I  want  to  know.



s toryte l l i ng



adventure



Unfortunately, many people are intimidated 
by these tall tales of adventure.



I want to use story to do the exact 
opposite of intimidate people to take 
adventures themselves.



I want to use story to encourage people 
and to make adventure more accessible 
for individuals at various places on the 
adventure spectrum.
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growing in independence and problem 
solving skills

scientific benefits

being challenged



Adam Galinksy



Adam Galinksy

strong correlation between time spent 
abroad and creative output



Julia Zimmermann
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Julia Zimmermann

study on how extended travel influenced 
personality development in a large sample 
of German college students

the “Big Five”: Extraversion, Openness 
to Experience, Agreeableness, 
Conscientiousness, and Emotional Stability



study abroad students:



study abroad students:

increase in Extraversion, Openness 
to Experience, Conscientiousness, 
Agreeableness, and Emotional Stability



all components increased significantly 
more than those who did not study abroad



what doe s  i t  mean?
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extended foreign travel takes people 
outside of their comfort zone

travelers have to adapt to new people 
and new cultural practices

helped travelers gain perspective on life, 
making them less emotionally reactive to 
day-to-day changes (Emotional Stability)



adventure



has many forms



survey
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Yes, I’m constantly seeking out an adventure!

No, I’m not adventurous at all.

I like to be adventurous every once in a while.

58%



Yes, I’m constantly seeking out an adventure!

No, I’m not adventurous at all.

I like to be adventurous every once in a while.

0%



60 random people

what would you qualify as being an 
“adventure”? choose all that you think apply.



a vacation
any kind of new experience
something that involves “adventurous” activities

doing something out of your comfort zone
traveling

meeting new people
going to physical places
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a vacation
any kind of new experience
something that involves “adventurous” activities

doing something out of your comfort zone
traveling

meeting new people
going to physical places

80%



what doe s  i t  mean?



adventures can be defined in several 
different ways and can vary greatly across  
a spectrum. What may be adventurous  
for one person may not be enough for the 
next, and vice versa. 



s toryte l l i ng



Where adventure storytelling can intimidate 
people from going on them, I want to use  
it as a method to promote being more open  
to challenges and exploration.



I want to make adventuring more 
accessible for individuals at various stages 
of the adventure spectrum.



I want to explore various forms of sharing 
stories for this project. 



c onc lus i on



human beings are passionate about 
adventures regardless of the level of 
challenge they possess



we are storytellers and feel emotional 
connections to topics through the  
use of story



We are eager to tell others our stories of our 
adventures after having experienced them



We are designed to desire our own 
adventures, and I want to encourage people 
to discover their own purpose in seeking 
out adventure through the use of story. 



adventure



s toryte l l i ng



thank  y ou.


